In this paper, we propose an autocorrelation function (ACF) based watermarking scheme in the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain. Conventional ACF-based watermarking embeds a watermark in the spatial domain due to its detection mechanism. We show that the autocorrelation (AC) peaks, which play an important role in estimating the applied geometric attacks in ACF-based watermarking, can also be extracted by embedding the watermark in the DWT domain. In the proposed scheme, a periodic watermark is embedded in the DWT domain by considering the AC peak strength and noise visibility. The proposed scheme also deals efficiently with the image shift problem in the detection process by using the undecimated DWT. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme yields stronger AC peaks than the spatial domain scheme does and, as a result, shows improved robustness against combined geometric-removal attacks.
Introduction
Geometric attacks are thought of as one of the most dangerous attacks in the digital watermarking world. Although several watermarking schemes that handle geometric attacks have been introduced [1, 3, 4, 2] , each of them has problems.
ACF-based watermarking is known to have great potential for combating geometric attacks and normal signal processing attacks [21, 23] . It handles geometric attacks by embedding a periodic watermark pattern. Due to the periodicity, periodic peaks are found in the ACF of the watermark. The watermark detector estimates the applied geometric transform by referring to the peak pattern in the ACF of the extracted watermark. The watermark signal is detected after inverting the estimated geometric transform. Because of this two-phase detection mechanism, the correct detection of the AC peaks, as well as the watermark signal, is crucial for detection of the watermark. However, the AC peaks are not sufficiently robust.
Due to the geometric attack estimation mechanism, the watermark embedding and detection of the ACF-based watermarking have been performed in the spatial domain. Although transform domain watermarkings [18, 19] require higher computational complexity than do spatial domain watermarkings [6, 5, 20] , it is generally known that they are more robust than spatial domain watermarkings [15, 16] . Thus, if we can implement ACF-based watermarking in the transform domain, we may achieve improved robustness.
To realize ACF-based watermarking in the frequency domain, the watermark embedding in that domain should produce periodic AC peaks in the spatial domain. It is not easy to satisfy this requirement with full frame transform, such as DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) and DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform), since the transform coefficient change affects the entire image. Unlike full frame transforms, however, the DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) has spatialfrequency locality [9, 10] . It implies that signal embedding in the wavelet coefficient affects the image locally. Thus, we hypothesized that the periodicity in the wavelet coefficients can also be extracted in the spatial domain. Experimental findings bore out this hypothesis. Figure 1 shows the ACF of the extracted signal from the spatial domain of the Lena image, in which a periodic signal is embedded in the wavelet subbands. We can see the periodic peaks in the figure. In this paper, we present an ACF-based watermarking scheme that operates in the DWT domain. The proposed method embeds a periodic watermark pattern into the DWT domain. The geometric attack estimation is performed as in conventional ACF-based watermarking, by using the ACF of the watermark in the spatial domain. In the detection process, the undecimated wavelet transform is used to compensate for the image shift. In the experimental results, the proposed scheme shows stronger AC peaks and improved detection performance against geometric-removal attacks than does ACF-based watermarking in the spatial domain.
Watermarking algorithm

Watermark embedding in discrete wavelet transform domain
In this section, we explain how a watermark is embedded in the DWT domain. To determine the embedding strength for each sub-band level, we tested the strength and survivability of the AC peaks according to the sub-band level at which the watermark is embedded. Figure 2 shows the peak strength when a periodic watermark is embedded in the first-level sub-bands. As shown in the figure, the initial peak strength is very high. After JPEG compression, however, the peak strength is reduced drastically. By contrast, in the case of second-level embedding, as shown in Fig. 3 , the initial peaks are less strong than those generated by the first-level embedding, but the peak strength is not much reduced after JPEG compression. Consequently, we can predict that the AC peaks generated by first-level embedding play an important role in geometric attack estimation when the marked images are not attacked or receive a weak attack. However, when strong attacks are applied, the peaks generated by second-level embedding will play the major role. Thus, to gain the maximum advantage, the watermarks are embedded in both levels. Figure 4 shows the embedding structure of the proposed scheme. The image is first decomposed by DWT up to the second level. In the figure, I θ j denotes the sub-band in the jth level in the direction θ (θ = 1: horizontal, 2: diagonal, 3: vertical). To embed the watermark into two sub-band levels, two different periodic watermarks are generated. To obtain a period of M × M in the spatial domain, a watermark with period
2 j is embedded in the jth level sub-bands. For the watermark pattern for the first-level sub-bands, a random number sequence of size M/2 × M/2 that follows a standard normal distribution is generated with a user key. In the same way, a basic block of size M/4 × M/4 is generated for the second-level sub-bands. Each watermark block is repeated up to the corresponding sub-band size. and I θ 2 . In the service of image quality, the watermark is not embedded in I 4 2 , which contains the DC components of the image. The watermarks are embedded as follows:
where α and λ are global and local weighting factors, respectively. A certain amount of research has already been done on visual masking models on the wavelet transform [20, 17, 11] . In the study reported in this paper, we applied the NVF (Noise Visibility Function) model [22] to the wavelet domain for the local weighting factor. The NVF is a function that grades the noise visibility in a defined image area by using the local texture information. The NVF has higher values in those regions in which noise is readily visible. Thus, we can control the strength of the watermark embedding by using the NVF. Since the DWT coefficients contain the local information, the NVF model can be adopted in the DWT domain. The NVF in the wavelet domain is calculated as follows:
where σ θ 2 j (x, y) and σ θ 2 j max are local variances on (x, y) and the maximum of the local variance of the sub-band in direction θ and jth level sub-band. D is a user-defined constant in [50, 100] . The higher the value of D, the higher the difference of the NVF values between in the plain region and in the textured region we have.
It is generally known that visual sensitivity to noise differs according to the direction of the sub-band. Noise in the sub-band that runs in the diagonal direction is more difficult to perceive than is noise in the sub-bands that run in the vertical and horizontal directions. We also use this property as a parameter for the weighting factor. The direction-based sensitivity is modeled by
In this paper, we determine the weighting factor according to the sub-band level by considering the expected attack strength. If the marked image is not expected to be exposed to strong attacks, the watermark should be more strongly embedded in the first-level sub-bands. By contrast, if strong attacks are expected, then a higher embedding weight should be assigned to the second level. The weighting factor according to the sub-band level is denoted by L j . For the experiments, we assigned a higher weight to the second-level sub-bands. For the experiment, we set L 1 = 0.7 and L 2 = 1.
Finally, we use the local weighting factor:
S and S 1 are the user-defined weighting factors for textured and plain regions, respectively. NV F θ j (x, y), which has a value between 0 and 1, has a high value (near 1) in plain regions, and a low value (near 0) in textured regions. Therefore, in the equation, S 1 affects the embedding strength in plain regions more than S does. By contrast, S affects the strength in textured regions more. Therefore, S should be set to a higher value than S 1 . For the experiment, we have set S = 5 and S 1 = 1.
Watermark detection using undecimated wavelet transform
The watermark detection follows the two-step detection mechanism of conventional ACF-based watermarking: (1) the geometric attack estimation and (2) Geometric attacks are estimated by using the AC peaks of the estimated watermark signal. For this process, we should extract the watermark periodicity in the spatial domain. Although the watermark is embedded in the transform domain, due to the locality of the DWT, we can extract the watermark periodicity from the spatial domain by using high pass filters or noise removal filters. In our method, the periodic signal is extracted by using the Weiner filter [7] :
where µ(x, y) and σ 2 (x, y) are the local mean and local variance of the original image, respectively. s 2 is the noise variance. Since the noise variance is not available, we uses the average of the local variances for s 2 . The extracted signal E is given by
Then, the extracted signal E is expected to have periodicity. To find out the periodicity, the ACF of the extracted signal E is calculated. The ACF can be calculated by FFT-based fast correlation calculation method [24] as
where '*' denotes the complex conjugation. If the testing image is marked one, we can see a periodic peak pattern as in Fig. 1 in the ACF. The applied geometric attacks are estimated and reversed by using the AC peak pattern. The AC peaks are detected from the ACF by applying an adaptive threshold as
where µ ac f and σ ac f denote the average and standard deviation of the autocorrelation function, respectively. α ac f is a user defined value. α ac f should be defined by considering the false negative and false positive error rate. Supposing that AC values of non-peaks in ACF follow a normal distribution N(µ ac f , σ ac f ), we can calculate the false positive error rate as follows. If we define a random variable X that follows a standard normal distribution N(0,1), the probability that an AC value is higher than µ ac f + α ac f σ ac f equals the probability that X is higher than α ac f . Thus, the false positive error rate of the AC peak detection when the threshold is µ ac f + α ac f σ ac f is calculated by
where P(A) denotes probability of the event A. AC non−peak is a random variable that follows the normal distribution N(µ ac f , σ ac f ). The geometric attack is estimated by finding the base peak pair from the detected AC peaks. Here, we name the pair of the nearest two peaks (in vertical and horizontal direction) from the center of the ACF the base peak pair. An example is shown in Fig. 5 . Using the offset information of the base peak pair, we can calculate the period of the watermark and rotation angle.
The base peak pair is found as follows. Since the peaks are distributed periodically, if we know the base peak pair, we can find all other peaks in the ACF by using the base peaks offset 128,0)] is the base peak pair, we know that there will be peaks on (128,128), (256, 0), (0, 256), and so on. The base peak pair is found by using this property. For every possible peak pair, we count the number of peaks that can be found by using the peak pair. We will call this number the peak count of the peak pair. Then, we can select the peak pair with the highest peak count as the base peak pair. This method works well in normal cases, but there do exist cases in which errors occur. For example, a peak may be falsely detected. In Fig. 5 , there exists a false peak on (0, 64). In such a case, the peak pair on [(0,64),(128,0)] is selected as the base peak pair, since every peak that can be found by the peak pair on [(0,128),(128,0)] can be found also by the peak pair on [(0,64),(128,0)]. In order to avoid this problem, we introduce another term, peak ratio, which refers to the ratio of the number of actually found peaks to the number of expected peaks with the testing peak pair as
The expected peak count (the number of expected peaks) of a peak pair can be calculated by referring to the image size and the offset of the peak pair. For example, suppose that the testing peak pair is on [(0,128),(128,0)] and the image size is 512 × 512. Then, if the testing peak pair is the base peak pair, there must be 512 128 × 512 128 = 16 peaks in the ACF in the ideal case. Thus, the expected peak count of the testing peak pair is 16.
Using the peak count and peak ratio, we can find the base peak pair by defining another term, weighted peak count, as follows.
Then, the peak pair that has the highest weighted peak count is selected as the base peak pair. In the above example, although the peak count of the peak pair on [(0,128),(128,0)] is lower by 1 than that of the peak pair on [(0,64),(128,0)], the peak ratio is about twice of that of peak pair on [(0,64),(128,0)]. Thus, the peak pair on [(0,128),(128,0)] is selected as the base peak pair.
Finally, geometric attacks, such as rotation, scaling, and aspect ratio change are estimated and reversed by using the offset information of the selected base peak pair.
Watermark signal detection
The watermark signal is detected from the DWT sub-bands of the geometrically restored image. The geometric attack estimation method described in the previous section does not handle image shift. Thus, we should try to detect the watermark from every possible shifted version of the image. In the spatial domain method, this operation can be performed efficiently by using the FFT-based correlation calculation [24] . The problem is that DWT is not shift-invariant. That is, a shift in the spatial domain does not entail a shift in the DWT domain. Therefore, when the marked image is shifted, the image should by transformed by DWT on every possible shift in order to detect the watermark properly. This requires enormous computing time.
Several studies have been done on shift-invariant wavelet transform. One well-known approach is the undecimated wavelet transform [12, 14, 13] . Normally, the shift-variant property of the wavelet transform is caused by the decimation process. After wavelet transform, we have two sub-bands, each of which is half the size of the original signal. Since the decomposed subbands have only half the precision of the original, they cannot represent every shift in the spatial domain. If a signal is shifted by an odd offset, the wavelet transform result is completely different from that of the original signal. However, if the shift is even, the wavelet transform result is the shifted version of that of the original signal. By using this property, the undecimated DWT achieves shift invariance. For example, if we have two versions of the wavelet transform results of a signal (by transforming the signal directly and by transforming the signal after shifting by an odd offset), then we can express every possible (even and odd) shift in the spatial domain by shifting the sub-bands of one of the transform versions. The shift4 algorithm is a 2D expanded undecimated DWT [12] . The shift4 algorithm produces four wavelet transform results from a non-shifted, a horizontally 1 pixel shifted, a vertically 1 pixel shifted, and a diagonally 1 pixel shifted image. With the four transform results, we can express every possible shift in the spatial domain. To detect the watermark from the shifted image, the marked image is decomposed first by the shift4 algorithm up to the second level. After first-level wavelet decomposition, we have four transformed images. The lowpass sub-band in each transform result is transformed again by the shift4 algorithm. Finally, we have 16 transform results. This process is shown in Fig. 6 . By shifting the sub-bands of one of the 16 transform results by appropriate offset, we can express every possible shift in the spatial domain. 
Fig. 7. Correlation based detection process in the second level subband
The embedded watermark is detected from the first-and second-level sub-bands in each transform result. 
Among all possible shifts in all transform results, only one shift is valid and, therefore, the correlation on the valid shift has the highest value. Thus, we find the maximum correlation (detector response) value among every possible shift for each sub-band level as
Finally, the decision for the watermark detection is made by
where τ j is the threshold given adaptively by
where µ nc j and σ nc j are the average and standard deviation of NC j,k , respectively. α nc j is a user defined value. α nc j should be set also by considering the false positive and false negative error rate of the watermark detection. Differently from the AC peak detection, the watermark detection uses the maximum value among the correlations. Thus, the calculation method of the false positive error rate is a little different. If we suppose that the correlation values between an unmarked block and the reference pattern follow a normal distribution, the probability that each correlation value is higher than the threshold can be calculated in the same way as in Eq (9). (Let P f p NC denote this probability.) The probability that the maximum value in a group of correlation values is higher than the threshold equals 1 − P(all correlation values are less than the threshold). Thus the false positive error rate is calculated by
where R is the number of correlation values. Although undecimated wavelet transform reduces the computing time, the computational cost is still great for the watermark detector since 16 DWTs of full image are required. However, the computing time can be reduced further by reordering the detection process. In the original detection method, the marked image is decomposed by shift4 algorithm first, and then the result sub-bands are segmented and averaged. Since the DWT is a linear transform, we can reorder this process. That is, (1) the image is segmented and averaged first, and (2) the averaged block is transformed by shift4 algorithm. This reordering reduces the computation time drastically by reducing the size of input data for the DWT.
In the reordered method, the marked image is segmented into blocks of size M × M (b 1 , b 2 ,... ,b N ) . Then, the average of the blocks is calculated by
Then, the average block b avg is transformed by the shift4 algorithm up to the second-level. Then, we can calculate E j,k by averaging the three directional sub-bands (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal) in each level (j) in each transform result (k). The watermark is detected from with E j,k by Eq. (12) - (14) . This reordered detection method yields the same result as the original method described above. The reordered method transforms the block of size M × M by shift4 algorithm while the original method transforms the full image. This results in computing time being much reduced.
Experimental results
This section presents the experimental results for the proposed watermarking scheme. We tested the AC peak strength and watermark signal detector response, and the watermark detection performance following geometric-removal attacks.
To compare the performance of the proposed method with spatial domain watermarking, the latter method is modeled as
where α s and λ s denote the global and local weighting factors, respectively. For λ s , we used the NVF-based weighting factor:
The NV F is calculated in the spatial domain by the same method as Eq. (2). W s is the periodic watermark pattern of 128 × 128 period. The basic watermark block is a random number sequence with standard normal distribution. During the watermark detection, the geometric attack is estimated in the same method as the proposed scheme. After the estimation, the extracted signal E in Eq. (6) is restored into the original geometry. The restored signal is segmented into blocks of size 128 × 128, and the blocks are averaged. Then, the watermark is detected from the average block by using the maximum correlation between the average block and reference watermark pattern as in the proposed scheme. The FFT based correlation calculation is also used here. For the proposed method, 64× 64 and 32× 32 period watermark patterns are used for the first and second sub-band levels, respectively, to obtain a 128 × 128 period in the spatial domain.
Time complexity analysis
Since both the proposed scheme and spatial scheme have the same geometric attack estimation step, we only compare the computing time of the watermark signal detection step. In the reordered detection method, the proposed scheme has four DWTs of M × M size blocks (firstlevel decomposition) and 16 DWTs of M/2 × M/2 size blocks (second-level decomposition). For computing the correlation, three FFTs are required for each E j,k . Since the orders of complexities of FFT and DWT of N × N size block are O(N 2 logN) and O(N 2 ), respectively, the approximate computing time for the watermark signal detection is
Since the spatial domain method requires three FFTs of M × M size blocks to detect the watermark signal, the computing time of the spatial domain method is approximately 3M 2 logM. Thus, the computing time of the watermark signal detection of the proposed scheme is less than twice of that of the spatial domain method, and both schemes have the same order of complexity O(M 2 log M).
If we consider the geometric attack estimation step, the computing time gap is very small. For calculating an ACF in the geometric attack estimation step, three FFTs of the image of size X × Y are required. Thus, the computing time of this process is approximately 3XY (logY + log X). Since X,Y >> M, the watermark signal detection step occupies a minor portion of the overall computing time. Thus, considering the detection procedure as a whole, the computing time gap between two schemes is minor. Moreover, since M is fixed in a watermarking system, the difference is constant.
Robustness test of the AC peaks and watermark signal
In this section, we test the robustness of the AC peaks and watermark signal. Since geometric attacks are estimated by using AC peaks, we can predict robustness to them by testing the AC peak strength.
We tested the strength of the AC peaks and watermark signal after JPEG compression, which is one of the most popular watermark attacks. For this test, we used 700 photo images (512 × 512 size) that were collected randomly from the internet. The images are marked by each scheme. The average PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) of the marked images was 38dB. The PSNR between the original image I and marked image I of size X × Y is calculated by Fig. 8 shows the histogram of the AC peak values of both schemes after JPEG quality 50% compression. As seen in the figure, in neither scheme are the AC peak values separated well from the non-peak values. However, the proposed scheme shows better separation and higher AC peak values than the spatial method. The average peak strengths of the proposed scheme and spatial method are 0.0504 and 0.0228, respectively. That is, the AC peaks can be detected with lower error probability by the proposed scheme than by the spatial method. Consequently, the proposed scheme is expected to show better geometric attack estimation capability than the spatial method.
The histogram of the detector responses is shown in Fig. 9 . Differently from the AC peak results, the watermark detector responses show a clear separation between correct mark and no watermark, except for first-level sub-band results for the DWT method. In these test results, the spatial domain method can detect the watermark clearly. The proposed scheme can also detect watermark well from the second-level sub-bands.
We analyzed the error probability of AC peak and watermark detection after JPEG 50% compression with the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve. In order to calculate the ROC curves, we first found an appropriate theoretical distribution model for each histogram. Figure 10 shows the distribution models for the detector response and AC peak strength. In the figure, we can see that the measured histogram of the detector responses is a good fit with the normal distribution model. Differently from the detector responses, the AC peak strengths do not follow a normal distribution. We found that the histogram of the AC peak strength fits well into the gamma distribution model. In the same way, we used the normal distribution model for detector responses from unmarked images and the AC values of the non-peaks. The ROC curves were calculated by using these theoretic distribution models.
The ROC curves for the AC peaks and watermark detection after JPEG 50% compression are presented in Fig. 11 . In the figure, we can see that the DWT domain method shows much lower error probability of the AC peaks detection than the spatial domain method does. The EER (Equal Error Rate) of the AC peak detection of the DWT domain method (0.0894) is less than half that of the spatial domain method (0.2268). (The EER refers to the error rate when the false positive and false negative error rates are the same.)
By contrast, the watermark detection error rate of the proposed scheme is a little higher than that of the spatial domain scheme. Although the proposed scheme shows higher detector responses in the second level sub-band than the spatial domain method as in Fig. 9 , the DWT method yields poorer ROC curves, because the variance of the detector responses is higher than with the spatial method. Nevertheless, the error rate of the DWT domain method in the second sub-band level is still very low (EER≈ 1.43 × 10 −5 ), despite the JPEG compression.
Overall, the error probability of the AC peak detection is much higher than that of the watermark signal detection. Thus, success in watermark detection depends more on the detection of the AC peak than on that of the watermark signal. As seen in the results, the proposed scheme shows stronger AC peaks than the conventional spatial domain scheme. Consequently, we can expect that the proposed scheme will show better watermark detection performance after geometric attacks.
Watermark detection test against geometric attacks
In this section, we show the actual watermark detection results after geometric-removal attacks. The Stirmark benchmarking tool [8] was used for the geometric attack tool. The stirmark provides several geometric attacks: Row-column removing (5), cropping (9), flip (1), linear geometric distortion (3), aspect ratio change (8), rotation (16), rotation + scale (16), scale (6) and shearing (6) . (The numbers in the parenthesis denote the number of attacks in each class.) The 15 images in Fig. 12 were marked first by both schemes (PSNR = 38dB). The marked images were each attacked by the stirmark geometric attack and JPEG 50% quality compression. The detection tests were performed on the attacked images.
For the detection threshold, we set α ac f = 3.5 in Eq. (8) and α nc j = 6 in Eq. (15) . With these value, the false positive error rates of the AC peak detection and watermark signal detection are about 2.3 × 10 −4 by Eq. (9) and 1.6 × 10 −5 by Eq. (16), respectively. (If we do not consider the maximum correlation finding in the watermark signal detection, the probability that each correlation value from unmarked image is higher than the threshold is about 9.9 × 10 −10 .) We set the threshold for AC peak detection a little low because the AC peaks are vulnerable to attacks and the process of geometric attack estimation in Section 2.2.1 can work well even with a few false peaks. Table 1 shows the detection results. For every attack class, the proposed scheme showed better detection results than the spatial method. In all tests, the watermark signals remained in the images following the attacks. All detection failures were caused by AC peak detection failure. Since the proposed scheme yields stronger AC peaks, it showed better detection results after geometric-removal attacks. Totally, among 1050 detection tests, the DWT domain method succeeded in 881 tests while the spatial domain scheme showed 664 successes. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new ACF-based watermarking method in the DWT domain. Because of the detection mechanism, conventional ACF-based watermarking has been restricted to spatial domain methods. We found that AC peaks can be also extracted by embedding a periodic watermark pattern into the DWT domain. The AC peak strength and survivability according to the embedding sub-band level are investigated and considered for the watermark embedding. A periodic watermark is embedded in wavelet sub-bands by considering noise visibility, and geometric attacks are estimated as in conventional ACF-based watermarking. By adopting the undecimated wavelet transform, we also solved the shift handling problem in the detection step. The AC peaks were able to survive attacks better under the proposed scheme than under the spatial domain method. The proposed scheme showed better detection performance against geometric, especially combined geometric-removal attacks, than the spatial domain method.
